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AVOIDING FLAT SPOTS
In order to minimise flat spotting, the tyre 
pressures can be increased to the maximum as 
stated on the tyre sidewall, for the period when 
the vehicle is stationary. Tyres must be 
returned to the specified running pressures 
before driving. 

TYRE DEGRADATION
Tyres degrade over time due to the effects of 
ultraviolet light, extreme temperatures, high 
loads, and environmental conditions. It is 
recommended that tyres are replaced at least 
every six years, but they may require 
replacement more frequently.

USING WINTER TYRES
In many countries legislation exists that 
requires the use of winter tyres during 
specified periods of the year.

Note: M+S (mud and snow) tyres have a 
recognised level of winter performance and 
need not be replaced.

 The M+S marking on the tyre sidewall 
indicates an 'all season' tyre designed for use 
all year round, including cold temperatures, 
snow and ice.

Note: Dedicated winter tyres often have a lower 
speed rating than the original equipment tyres 
and the vehicle must therefore be driven within 
the speed limitation of the winter tyre.

Winter tyres must be fitted to all 4 wheels.

For optimum traction, tyres should be run in 
for at least 160 kilometres (100 miles) on dry 
roads prior to driving on snow or ice.

Use of dedicated winter tyres may require a 
change of wheel size, depending on original 
choice of wheel. All 4 wheels must be changed.

If fitted with standard rubber valves, the Tyre 
pressure monitoring system (TPMS) warning 
lamp will flash for 75 seconds and then remain 
illuminated. The message centre will also 
display TYRE PRESSURE MONITORING 
SYSTEM FAULT.

When the original wheels and tyres are refitted, 
the vehicle will need to travel a short distance 
to reset the TPMS and extinguish the warning 
lamp.

Do not exceed 240 km/h (150 mph) when 
using Jaguar approved winter tyres.

Approved winter tyres

Front:

245/45R19 102V Prirelli Sottozero Series ll,

245/45R20 99V Prirelli Sottozero Series ll.

Rear:

275/40R19 105V Prirelli Sottozero Series ll,

275/35R20 102V Prirelli Sottozero Series ll.

This symbol identifies dedicated 
winter tyres, which can be fitted if 
optimum winter traction is 
required, or the vehicle is to be 
used in more extreme winter 
conditions.
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